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ABSTRACT
A spectral analysis of the vocalic por-

tions of hesitation particles produced by
three speakers of North German was un-
dertaken. For two of these speakers vocal-
ic portions of similar quality in lexical
items were also analysed and found to be
significantly different from the vocalic
portions of hesitation particles.

INTRODUCTION
During the course of an interactional

exchange movements in a speaker’s vocal
tract are fulfilling linguistic, interactional
and primary biological functions. These
functions can be carried out in temporal
overlap, e.g. German ja produced on a
pulmonic ingressive airstream is doing
both linguistic and interactional work;
counting out loud can be carried on while
inhaling, allowing talk to continue while a
primary biological function is performed.

In the majority of cases it is possible to
assign the phonetics being produced in
talk to one of these functional categories
or, if need be, tease the various compo-
nents apart if two or more functions are
being accomplished simultaneously.

For a small number of items in
German, however, the assignment of the
phonetics to one or the other category is
not always transparent. Hesitation pani-
cles in German are an example of this. By
hesitation particles we mean a syllable
comprising a vowel (plus bilabial nasal)
employed by some speakers at trouble
spots in talk, often represented in conver-
sational transcripts with uh(rn) (English)
or ah(m) (German). While it is clear that
hesrtation particles only do interactional
work, they do consist of a vowel (plus
nasal for some speakers) and the question
arises as to whether the phonetics which
make up these particles are correlates of
the same phonological systems and struc-

tures which make up lexical items.
Levelt [l,2] suggests that both possibil-

ities must be entertained: while the vowel
in hesitation particles may represent the
neutral position of the oral cavity for many
languages, the [8] quality found in hesita-
tion particles in Swedish may be one con-
sequence of acquiring a form of derived
lexical status [1:74].

In this paper we would like to provide
tentative acoustic evidence from German
that shows hesitation particles to be pho-
netically different from lexical items, i.e.
although they make use of the facilities
provided by the vocal tract hesitation par-
ticles do not take part in the phonology of
the language. However, we will also dis-
tance ourselves from Levelt’s claim that
the vowels in these items represent the
neutral position of the oral cavity.

We examine the acoustic details of the
vocalic portions in the hesitation particles
of three speakers of German and for two
of these speakers we compare the vocalic
portions in hesitation particles with those
found in a selection of lexical items. We
show that the vocalic portions in hesita-
tion particles are significantly different
from those of lexical items having similar

quality.

The phonetic description of hesitation
particles has received relatively little atten-
tion and has been largely restricted to F0
and duration [3,4]. The treatment of quali-

tative aspects is rare and restricted to brief
impressionistic description [5:246].

DATA AND METHOD
The material analysed here was col-

lected at the [PDS Kiel as part of the
Verbmobil project [6]. Speakers were re-
quired to arrange a number of appoint-
ments within a two-month period dis-
played on a sheet they had before them.

Appointments could not be made on cer-
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tain days in the two-month period. These

days were indicated by shaded areas which
were different for each speaker. The

speakers communicated via headsets and
had to press a button if they wanted to

tallg at the same time blocking the channel

for the other speaker, This set-up elicited
spontaneous data which excludes turn
overlap, back channel responses, etc. For

more details on the technical set-up used,

elicitation materials, etc. see [7].

The hesitation particles produced by

three speakers (henceforth TIS, OLV,

6151’) were subjected to an LPC spectral

analysis and the first two formant frequen-

cies at around the mid-point of the vocalic

portion were measured.

For two of the speakers (TIS and
OLV) values for the first two forrnants

were also obtained at the midpoint of vo-

calic portions in lexical items considered

to lie in the vicinity ofthe vocalic portions

in hesitation particles. The lexical vowels

chosen for comparison are e (e. g. fest), a

(e.g. ne), a (e.g. bittg) and 2 (e.g.

wiedg). We will use 3 to represent the

vowel found in hesitation particles under
investigation, although, as with the sym-

bols being used for the other vowels, 3 is

not meant to directly represent the pho-
netic qualities found.

One ofthe problems of making a com-
parison of the vocalic portions in hesita-
tion particles with those in lexical items
are the considerable durational differences.
The vocalic portions of hesitation particles
are very long, having mean durations more
than twice that of long open vowels in
lexical items. So, whereas any contextual
effects produced by neighbouring are
likely to be negligible the same can not be
said for vocalic portions in lexical items.
In an attempt to minimize these contextual
effects only vocalic portions in lexical
items with a duration greater than 80ms
were analysed.

RESULTS
Both GE? and OLV produced hesita-

tion particles comprising only vocalic por-
tions. These had central quality both in the
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height and front-back dimensions. The
hesitation particles produced by TIS con-
sist of a half-open central vocalic portion
followed by a bilabial nasal. The vocalic
portions in all cases were monophthongal.

Table 1: Mean andstandard deviations of
Fl and F2 of vocalic portions in
hesitation particlesfor the three subjects.
Measurements made at around the mid-
point of the vocalic portion.

F1 F2

X S 7 S n

OLV 520 38 1556 93 38

TIS 569 35 1273 46 40

GEP 377 28 1475 95 30

As we can see from Table l the impres-

sionistic differences are supported by the

inter-speaker differences in the formant

values. TIS has a higher F1 and lower F2

indicating a vocalic portion more open in

quality than those found for OLV and

GEP.

Table 2: Mean and standard deviations of

Fl and F2 of the vocalic portions in
hesitation particles and a selection of

vowels of similar quality. Measurements

made at around the mid-point of the

vocalic portion.

a) TIS

Fl F2

R S X S n

s 501n.s. 92 1797‘” 169 9

e 556n.s. 77 1371‘" 120 21

a 438‘“ 62 1387" I83 18

a 695‘“ 46 l289ns. l08 67

3 569 35 1273 46 40
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b) OLV

F1 F2

)1 s s s n

e 561‘“ 44 1680‘" 155 26

e 616*" 81 1353‘“ 133 34

a 461‘“ 53 1569n.s. 230 16

a 659‘“ 51 1236‘“ 87 70

3 520 38 1556 93 38

The comparison of the vocalic portions
in hesitation particles with those in a selec-
tion of lexical items is shown in Table 2
for two speakers. For US the quality of
the vocalic portions in hesitation particles
is closest to that found for e, for OLV it is
the phonetic realisation of a which is clos-
est. Although in all cases either F 1, F2 or
both formant values are significantly dif-
ferent from those found in the vocalic por-
tions of lexical items.

DISCUSSION
We set out to show that the phonetic

quality ofthe vocalic portions in hesitation
particles is significantly different from that
of vocalic portions in lexical items. Our
results show that for two speakers of
German this would seem to be the case.
The vocalic portions of hesitation particles
have their own quality suggesting that
they are phonetic correlates of a phono-
logical system which is different from
those employed in lexical items. This re-
sult is hardly surprising when one consid-
ers that these particles serve to indicate
linguistic trouble, a function which can be
successfully fulfilled by being different in
form fi’om surrounding linguistic material.

Our results in part lend support to
Levelt's claim that hesitation particles are
different from words. But Levelt's claim is
stronger than this. He suggests that the
vowel of a hesitation particle is a neutral
sound which varies phonetically with “the
neutral position of the oral cavity fi’om
different languages" [1:74], a vowel which
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he slightly later refers to as schwa. This
claim is far harder to substantiate since it
is not clear how one would go about as-
certaining the “neutral position of the oral
cavity” for a language, or even an individ-
ual speaker. Levelt is presumably referring
to a cavity position which is dependent
upon the articulatory setting [8] of a lan-
guage and not to an independently moti-
vated articulatory (e.g. [9: 137]) or acous-
tic construct [10249f]. Levelt’s later use of
schwa is equally problematic as it can only
be referring to the auditory product of the
neutral position and not to the phonetic
vowel category [0] or the phonetic corre-
late of a phonological item such as /a/ of-
ten proposed for languages such as Eng~
lish and German.

On the basis of our data, we would like
to make a claim which can be tested and
refitted. The vowel quality found in hesita-
tion particles is different from vowel quali-
ties found in lexical items. A consistent
difference is maintained, although the ex-
act nature of this difference varies from
speaker to speaker. The three speakers we
investigated all produced vowels which
were central, but with considerable inter-
individual variation in height.

Indeed, it would be possible, to test our
claim on a language, such as Swedish in
which the non-central [a] quality of the
vowels in hesitation particles led Levelt to
claim that such items were taking part in
the phonology of the lexis. It would be
interesting to see if the vowel quality
found is different from that found in lexi-
cal items such as ldra, ldkare.

Problems of Comparability
One of the biggest problems we en-

countered in this study was the degree to
which the items we are comparing are in-
deed comparable. Hesitation particles are
in general prominent, brought about by
factors such as length and loudness. We
would therefore have been justified in
comparing hesitation particles with vowels
from prominent syllables in lexical items.
i.e. those which are stressed. Although
this comparison would have been simple,
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we wanted to go one step further and

demonstrate that the vowels of hesitatron

particles are even different from those of

central vowels in the language. Thrs

causes a serious problem since the central

vowels in German (2 and a) are always

unstressed and the quality varies greatly,

not least because of the often short dura-

tion in various consonantal and vocalic

contexts. We therefore imposed a mim-

mum duration of 80ms in an attempt to

minimize these effects, while still being

able to get a sufficient number of tokens.

However, the setting of a lower duration

is also not without problems as it almost

exclusively returns central vowels in open

syllables, which in the case of 3 were also

utterance final. One way of overcoming

this problem may be to record the same

speakers producing spoken prose. This

would allow the structures and frequency

ofoccurrence to be controlled.

Other aspects of hesitation particles

In the course of analysing the vowels of

hesitation particles, we made a number of

other observations which suggest that hes-

itation particles make use of a different set

of phonetics from lexical items. So, for

instance, the hesitation particles produced

by TIS consisted of a vowel plus nasal

sequence, however, the vowel was rarely

nasalized and the soft palate was ofien

lowered shortly after bilabial closure was

made for the nasal, leading to nasal plo-

sion. What is of interest is that this com-

plex was different from similar complexes

in lexical items, i.e. either vowel-stop-na-

sal sequences (e. g. eben) or vowel-nasal

sequences (e. g. gemeinsam).
We suspect that as the amount of pho-

netic material gathered on hesitation partr-

cles in German and other languages

grows, so too will the catalogue of differ~

ences between them and linguistic items.
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